
 

 
     The LITTLE WOMEN (1994) dvd is an LVCA April, 2014 donation to the  

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. 

 

Canada / United States   1994   color   115 minutes   live action feature drama 

Columbia Pictures Corporation / Di Novi Pictures   Producers: Denise Di Novi, 

Warren Carr, Robin Swicord 

 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                        *** ½ of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) indicates juvenile performer 

Points 

1         Direction: Gillian Armstrong      2nd Unit: Mark Lewis 

1         Editing: Nicholas Beauman 

1         Cinematography: Geoffrey Simpson     2nd Unit DP: Peter Levy 

2         Lighting: Stephen Jackson* 

2         Screenplay: Robin Swicord* after the novel by Louisa May Alcott* 

1         Music: Thomas Newman 

2         Production Design: Jan Roelfs*   Art Director: Richard Hudolin* 

           Set Designer: Richard St. John Harrison* 

           Set Decorator: Jim Erickson*     Set Dresser: Brian Davie* 

1         Sound:   Lee Smith (Sound Designer), Eric Batut (Sound Mixer) 

1         Acting 

1         Creativity 



13 total points 

 

Cast: Winona Ryder* (Jo March), Gabriel Byrne* (Dr. Friedrich Bhaer), 

Trini Alvarado (Meg March), Samantha Mathis (Older Amy March), 

Kirsten Dunst* (j) (Younger Amy March), Claire Danes (j) (Beth March), 

Christian Bale (Laurie), Eric Stoltz (John Brooke, Laurie’s tutor), 

John Neville (Mr. Laurence), Mary Wickes (Aunt March), Susan Sarandon* 

(Marmee), Florence Paterson (Hannah), Robin Collins (Carriage Boy), 

Corrie Clark (Belle Gardiner), Rebecca Toolan (Mrs. Gardiner), Curt Willington 

(Red-Haired Young Man), Billie Pleffer (j) and Louella Pleffer (j) (Naughty Girls), 

Janne Mortil (Sally Moffat), Michele Goodger (Hortense), Marco Roy (Mr. Parker), 

A. J. Unger (Ned Moffat), Christine Lippa (Mrs. Hummel), Nicole Babuick (j), 

Kristina West (j), Jenna Percy (j) (Hummel Children), Alan Robertson (Dr. Bangs), 

Mar Andersons (Freddie Vaughan), Cameron Labine (Averill), Matthew Walker 

(Mr. March), Bethoe Shirkoff (Art Teacher), Marilyn Norry (Mrs. Kirk), 

Andrea Libman (j) (Kitty Kirk), Tegan Moss (j) (Minnie Kirk), Janet Craig  

(Miss Norton), Jay Brazeau (Dashwood), Demitri Goritsas (Bhaer’s Student), 

Kate Robbins (Opera Singer in role of ‘Leila’),  

David Adams (Opera Singer in role of ‘Nadir’), Donal Logue (Jacob Mayer), 

Scott Bellis (John McCracken), John Shaw (Charles Botts), 

Natalie Friisdahl (j) and Kristy Friisdahl (j)  

(Daisy, a twin, Meg and John’s daughter), 

Bryan Finn (j) and Sean Finn (j) (Demi, a twin, Meg and John’s son) 

 

     The 1994 color production of LITTLE WOMEN was filmed mostly in Canada. This 

gives the film a strange feeling of geographical inappropriateness, as  

British Columbia is not a perfect double for New England. This semblance 

approach to veracity is also present in dubious casting. Trini Alvarado is simply not 

at all credible as Meg March. Her performance, diction, and appearance fail to 

match requirements for the character. Kirsten Dunst makes for quite a lively 

young Amy March, but injects too much contemporary American girl into the role. 

Claire Danes toils diligently to deliver a memorable and valid Beth March. But she 

comes a cropper in comparison to Margaret O’ Brien’s performance in the same 



role for the MGM 1949 version. Samantha Mathis is entirely too sophisticated and 

sensual as the older edition of Amy March. She seems to be more of a coolly 

uncommitted neo-classical model than an art novice pursuing a highly 

unorthodox career despite the probability it will derail her plan to marry into 

wealth. With the principals mainly misguided, this film cannot hope to prove a 

seminal rendering of Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel.  

     To the credit of director Gillian Armstrong, the framing device of pilgrims 

molding their lives to prepare for entrance into the Celestial City is not completely 

jettisoned. These “little women” have consciences and are periodically plagued by 

them, as can be seen in reluctant consigning of Christmas treats to underfed 

neighbors and continual resort to homemade clothes in order to avoid wearing 

any made by child labor in New England mills. Most contemporaries had no such 

scruples.  

     Charles Dickens is faithfully represented by name and text as a powerful 

influence on the adolescent March sisters. Less successful is John Bunyan, whose 

allegorical novel PILGRIM’S PROGRESS receives no direct mention in the 

screenplay. This omission cannot be justified by his book’s decline in popularity. It 

cannot be swept under the carpet in so cavalier a manner, for that work is second 

only to the Bible for these girls in providing a moral yardstick against which to 

measure rightness or wrongness of conduct. LITTLE WOMEN was not intended to 

merely entertain. It was also supposed to depict proper conduct for living useful, 

ethical lives, serving as a kind of handbook to adolescent females. 

     With the above reservations, Robin Swicord’s screenplay otherwise preserves 

both the spirit and dialogue of Louisa Alcott’s novel. No attempt is made to 

update the language, for which auditors ought to be truly grateful. These 

characters both look and sound like mid-Victorian women.  However, when the 

script tries to communicate some of the transcendental philosophy of father 

Bronson Alcott / Mr. March, it is not as successful, probably because Louisa / Jo 

herself did not completely accept its tenets. Louisa was an independent thinker, 

much like her dad, disinclined to accept wholesale someone else’s notions about 

religion, politics, or education. In the film this rebelliousness surfaces in 

unwillingness to docilely follow advice from Professor Bhaer. Even if he is better 

educated and more experienced, Louisa / Jo cannot readily toss aside habitual 



inclinations. She’s fond of violence, passion, gore, crime, all sensational elements 

notably missing from her domestic life. Writing supplies an outlet for investigating  

these enticing situations. She looks unkindly on those who would interfere with 

such pleasant researches. 

     Viewers already acquainted with the novel are not likely to find anything 

enacted on screen which will violate cherished memories. No events have been 

added to inflate drama. And the attenuated decline of Beth’s health is shown just 

as sentimentally as in the book where it pays homage to Amy Dorrit’s prolonged 

demise. This is no defect, however, for it showcases authorial skill in making 

readers care about the fates of her characters, insuring universal relevance and 

esteem.  

     Costume research here generates outfits that look, sound, and move exactly as 

they ought. Physically constraining cuts and oppressive weightiness of feminine 

garb of this period are highlighted in all their subordinating completeness. If 

women are pinned and laced into compulsory svelteness, male counterparts 

suffer similar curbs. Their tight waistcoats, annoyingly hot tophats, teamed with 

breeches, waistcoats, and vests that offer little freedom of movement, punish 

even marginal rotundity with painful compression.       

     With regard to lighting, crew artisans perform somewhat of a miracle, for 

despite candle-lit interiors, details of architecture, furniture, and dress get full 

exposure. Clarity is never sacrificed to a false sense of murky antiquity.  

     Both music and sound are adequate. Thomas Newman’s score is easy to relish, 

though neither memorable nor unique. It conveys an appropriately bucolic 

quaintness. One enhancing insertion is an excerpted aria from Georges Bizet’s 

opera LES PECHEURS DE PERLES (THE PEARL FISHERS). Surely the delicate, 

unforgettable melodies and suppressed passions of that drama would have made 

quite a powerful romantic impression on young Jo, who at that point was just 

starting to become acquainted with music drama.  

     Dialogue, irrespective of volume of delivery, is sufficiently distinct to be at all 

times comprehensible.  

     Given reservations cited in the lead paragraph related to casting, director 

Gillian Armstrong makes the most of acting material at hand. Extras are especially 

lifelike in brief, but significant appearances. Each male romantic lead executes a 



sincere performance, though nothing so complex or moving as an Academy 

Award candidate. Not so easy an accomplishment when the original author’s 

knowledge of male psyches lagged far behind her insights into those of females. 

Their relative dullness is directly inherited from the text.  

     Expecting remarkable compositions from cinematographer Geoffrey Simpson, 

whose work on Australian soil is marked by stunning landscapes and risky 

extreme closeups, LITTLE WOMEN proves disappointingly inferior. Since text and 

characterization are paramount in adapting this work to the screen, it’s fitting the 

photographer confines himself to orthodox camera angles and subordinates 

scenery. But when someone of Simpson’s expertise and creativity is tapped to 

begin with, shouldn’t producers allow freedom for at least a little 

experimentation? 

     LITTLE WOMEN is a modestly successful adaptation of a classic work of 

literature to the screen. It is not the definitive treatment of the subject. Nor can it 

lay any claim to being a cinematic treasure treating old material with trailblazing 

virtuosity. Recommended mainly for its respectful text and acceptably valid 

character depictions, LITTLE WOMEN makes satisfactory viewing for teens and 

adults. It is too staid, unfortunately, to make much of an impression on middle-

school audiences. For them, the 1949 MGM treatment is indubitably superior, 

focused more on the girls themselves and less on suitors. 

     Special features of the Columbia Tristar dvd release include a seven minute 

documentary on the film shoot, two minor deleted scenes totaling two minutes, a 

very engaging isolated music score, two trivia games, subtitles, a historical 

timeline, talent files, production notes, scene selections, and an informative eight 

minute Costume and Set Design Gallery with audio commentary by costume 

designer Colleen Atwood. 

      


